School Crossing Guard Procedures

Regional School Crossing Guard Training Workshop
Wait on arrival side
Children stand back from curb
Instruct students
Wait for gaps and look left-right-left
Make eye contact with drivers – Raise STOP paddle high
Stop all traffic – keep STOP paddle high
Stand in center of street
Students wait for signal
Signal students
Stay in center of street...
While students are crossing…
Until they reach the other side
Do not allow new groups to cross
Have them wait until the next crossing
Keep STOP paddle high until out of street
Wait for next group
Wide Streets
Two crossing guards

NO PASSING
15mph
FINES DOUBLE
SCHOOL IN SESSION
Push pedestrian push button
Make sure cars stop for red light
No new crossings when red hand flashes
Keep STOP paddle high until out of street
If turning traffic backs up, hold students for a cycle
Questions?